Unsinkable Performance

Skagit Orca 22’ 24’ 27’

The Heavy Weather Boat

Skagit Orcas Get
You There...

Other boats can be built for less, but
they’ll eventually turn your boating time

...Because They’re into repair and maintenance time. While
Built To Last
Skagit Orcas may take more effort to build
(each model requires over 400 meticulous
man hours to complete), it’s definitely time

2 4 ’ X L C E xt ended Cabin

More than any other boats in their class, Skagit Orcas are built

well spent.

to get you to your destination and back - safely, quickly and
comfortably - even when the weather’s not perfect. Other boats
may give you reasons to head back. Skagit Orcas give you the
confidence to go ahead.

No shortcuts.
No excuses.

27’ X LC E x ten d ed C a bi n

Skagit Orcas re-define what a really great boat can be.

superbly built

2

•

all - weather comfort

•

fishing , cruising , outings

•

high performance

The Reviews Are In
Boating magazines know the Skagit Orca is built to withstand the rigors of bad
weather. For any active boater, rough conditions are inevitable. That’s why people buy
Skagit Orcas. Because sooner or later, Mother Nature’s going to throw you a curve.

27’ St andard Cabin

“...the Orca is “The boat handled
built to take almost and rode superbly,
refusing to pound
anything Mother
Comfortable Ride
Nature throws down.” at 24 knots crossing
2-3 footers .”
Trailer Boats Magazine
Offshore
Magazine

“ It was built
to provide a
comfortable ride in
weather and water
you’d have to be
crazy to take an
open-helmed boat
out in.”
Trailer Boats Magazine

Built For Serious Fishermen

It’s no surprise that the Skagit Orca series is foremost an excellent choice for anglers who’ve
either graduated from lightweight, open console boats or who are downsizing from
larger sportfishing or cruising yachts. Each model is solidly built and trailerable, with all
the comforts to make fishing a pleasure again. With its combination of speed, all-weather
comfort and low maintenance, there’s simply no other boat available that will give you
more serious fishing time than a Skagit Orca.

“The rear deck
seemed perfectly
suited for serious
fishing, with lots of
casting room and
an insulated fishbox
on either side of the
engine hatch.”
Trailer Boats Magazine

“...the superbly
constructed Orca is
designed to cater
to hard-core
fishermen commercial and
sport - who
need rugged
dependability as
well as some of
the comforts
of home.”
Offshore
Magazine
27’ XLC E x tend ed C a bi n
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fish boxes in deck

swim step

•

•

adults

sleeps
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•

molded non - skid deck

cabin top storage for inflatable

•

cabin heat and defrost

•

• 40

•

optional remote steering station

built-in positive floatation
mph,

350

mile range

•

•

optional

galley, dinette, head

• 200 - 450

hp i/o or outboard

Smooth Cruising Performance
With a top speed of over 40 mph and a cruising range of 350 miles,
the Skagit Orca can take you places you’ve never been before.
The smooth, stable ride is backed by an incredibly durable
hull and the safety of built-in positive floatation.

24’ St andard Cabin

Chart of
Performance

		
mph

Quiet Cruising

“With all the foam,
the boat has very
little hull noise, and
it’s unsinkable.”

“When I turned
this deep-V... into
the swells, it sliced
the waves like a
mako going after
a yellowfin.”

“... we cruised easily
at 35 miles per
hour with the cabin
door closed, and
spoke in normal
voice levels.”

Offshore Magazine

Boating Magazine

Waterfront News

Boats Built To Last A Lifetime

Experienced owners recognize the value of a highly crafted boat that delivers on its
promises year after year. The 22’, 24’ and 27’ Skagit Orcas are built to give you a lifetime
of dependable, safe and comfortable boating. Whether it’s fishing, family outings or
cruising - inland or offshore - every Skagit Orca is made to be the best you can buy.
There simply is no better way to build a boat.

“The Skagit Orca
24 is one of the
highest-quality
boats we have
tested in this size
range of any class. ”
Offshore Magazine
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22’ Standard Cabin
The Skagit Orca series began with the design of this
rugged performer. We packed all the features desired
in a bigger sportfishing boat into this compact package.
It has the same size cabin as our 24’ and 27’ models,
making it the roomiest 22’ boat in its class. It’s ideal
for the island commuter or day charter operators.

22’
Length Overall
Beam
Weight (w/ motor, I/O)
Fuel
Cockpit Area (sq.ft.)
Headroom

24’ Standard Cabin
The 24’ is made for the serious angler looking for the best
combination of fishing space and the creature comforts
of a closed cabin boat.

Beam
Weight (w/ motor, I/O)
Cockpit Area (sq.ft.)
Headroom

Length Overall
Beam
Weight (w/ motor, I/O)
Fuel
Headroom

27’ XLC Extended Cabin
This is our finest multi-use vessel. It packs all of the ease
of use and versatility of a trailerable boat, but without the
moorage and maintenance worries. The 27’ XLC gives you
the comfort and room you’d expect from a 30’+ boat.

46
6’3”

24’
8’6”
5,000
167 gal.
64
6’3”

24’ XLC
Cockpit Area (sq.ft.)

27’ Standard Cabin
This is the ultimate in a serious, no nonsense,
sportfishing boat. Its 8’6” beam is the same as the 24’
and 22’ models, making it easily trailerable so you can
reach all of your favorite fishing locations. With a full
85 sq.ft. of cockpit room, you and your friends will have
plenty of room to battle the biggest fish. This boat is
sure to become a favorite among charter operators
who want to take 4 to 6 anglers out at a time.

4,500
136 gal.

24’
Length Overall

Fuel

24’ XLC Extended Cabin
The addition of an enclosed stand-up head and shower
make this a perfect boat for multi-day stays on board.
This model was designed with the avid cruiser in mind
who requires more of the creature comforts of home
while boating.

22’
8’6”

24’
8’6”
5,500
136 gal.
48
6’3”

27’
Length Overall
Beam
Weight (w/ motor, I/O)
Fuel
Cockpit Area (sq.ft.)
Headroom

26’8”’
8’6”
5,500
167 gal.
85
6’3”

27’ XLC
Length Overall
Beam
Weight (w/ motor, I/O)
Fuel
Cockpit Area (sq.ft.)
Headroom

26’8”
8’6”
6,000
167 gal.
68
6’3”

Standard Features & Equipment
Hull:

Cabin:

Electrical:

All fiberglass hull
Unitized construction
Positive foam floatation
All fiberglass stringer system
20 ml. blister-resistant gel coat
Hand laid laminates
Molded non-skid deck
Self-bailing deck
Full walk around design
One piece hinged engine box
Tooled engine room liner
Two 4 foot fishboxes in-deck
Transom fish cleaning station
24” high offshore ss bow railing
Welded stainless steel cleats (5)
1/4” aluminum deck backing plates
Anchor locker for 300’ of 3/8” rope
Anchor deck pipe
Bow roller
Rub rail
3/4 swim platform (I/O only)

Stainless steel steering wheel
Hinged helm seat
Hinged instrument panel
Convertible dinette w/6’2” double berth
Stainless steel sink
Stove - 1 burner butane
Cabin heat/defrost (I/O models)
Defog windshield fan (OB models)
Tempered safety glass windshields
Sliding windows (tempered glass)
Sliding Diamond Sea Glaze cabin door
Opening center window
Bomar bow hatch
Portable head
Privacy curtain
Bunk and dinette cushions
Vinyl headliner
Snap in carpet
Cabin top space for inflatable tender

Dual batteries w/switch
D.C. switch panel w/circuit breakers
Navigation lights
Instrumentation group (I/O only)
Illuminated compass
Electric wipers
Electric horn
Auto bilge pump
Cabin lights
Cockpit courtesy lights

Mechanical:
270 hp EFI Volvo Penta Duoprop I/O
Fresh water cooling (I/O only)
Water separating fuel filter
Mechanical engine controls
Hydraulic tilt steering
Trim tabs
Stainless steel propellers (I/O only)
Dual batteries w/switch
Extended cabin, v-berth, marine head with
shower, convertible dinette, galley

Stand-up shower
30 gal. fresh water capacity
6 gal. hot water tank
Stove - 2 burner

Options:

22’

Volvo Penta select models, gas or diesel
O
Larger fuel tank (195 gal.)
N/A
Twin outboard bracket
N/A
25 gal. trolling motor fuel tank
N/A
Dual station controls
O
Stainless steel radar arch
O
Shore power & battery charger
O
Manual marine head with holding tank
N/A
Stove - 2 burner butane/electric
N/A
AC/DC refrigerator
O
Cabin privacy covers
O
Swim platform full transom
O
S = Standard O = Optional N/A = Not Available

24’

24’XLC

27’

27’ XLC

O
N/A
O
N/A
O
O
O
O
N/A
O
O
O

O
N/A
O
N/A
O
O
S
S
S
S
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
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N/A
O
O
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O
O
O
O
O
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S
S
S
S
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All specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Skagit Orca Boats is
a division of C-Dory
25 37th Street NE
Auburn, WA 98002

(253) 839-0222 Phone
(253) 839- 5544 Fax
www.c-dory.com

Designed by Daigle Design • Skagit Orca photos by Neil Rabinowitz and by Scott McDade.

Extended Cabin Standard :

Standard cabin, v-berth, portable head,
convertible dinette, galley

